December 2015
2015 Scholarship Recipients
The Theta Tau Educational Foundation is pleased to announce the recipients of its 2015 Scholarship Program! This year we have twelve recipients in a variety of engineering disciplines and from school’s across the nation. Those honored held a grade point average above 3.4 with several at/near 4.0. All have served their chapter and other student and community organizations, and have promising engineering careers ahead!

These dozen join eight honored earlier this year as All Academic Team Captains for their Region. Learn more about each alumnus who has endowed the scholarships below. Your support and generosity in annual and planned giving helps us fulfill the Educational Foundation’s mission. Thanks for your past and continued support of our young Brothers!

Jeremy Chan Fund
James Lovey University of Pennsylvania Mechanical Engineering
Evan Richter University of Illinois Computer Science

Jeff Kellogg Fund
Andrey Sergeyev Michigan Technological University Mechanical Engineering

Iota Beta Fund
Suvro Sudip Lawrence Technological University Computer Engineering
Justin Isrow Wayne State University Computer Science

William Johnson Fund
Brian Foster University of North Carolina – Charlotte Mechanical / Biomedical Engineering

George Kalv Fund
Matthew Bandyk University of Illinois Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Riojas University of Texas at Austin Mechanical Engineering

JB Ladd Fund
Matthew Guarino Rutgers University Mechanical / Aerospace Engineering
Dalton Plummer University of Kansas Computer Engineering

Robert Miller Fund
Ilana Slutsky University of Illinois Civil Engineering

Simon Ramo Fund
Michelle Lass University of Illinois Aerospace Engineering
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